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Install Harvey. 
Install Confidence.

The reliable source for beautiful, quality windows and doors.

MEASURE
HEIGHT



Majesty Wood windows and patio doors feature a precision 
molded aluminum exterior that protects wood components 
from environmental conditions. 

An electrostatic paint process adheres color evenly onto 
the aluminum clad surfaces, ensuring an extremely durable 
finish that resists fading. Majesty products come in your 
choice of 5 exterior finishes, at no additional charge. 

The interior can be left as warm, unfinished pine to be 
painted or stained after installation, or professionally 
prefinished in white for no mess or hassle post-installation.

Majesty Finishes

Customization Options

Prefinished 
White*

Pine

White Almond

Forest Green

Black Dark Bronze

Interior Exterior
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At a Glance
The solid Ponderosa Pine wood 
components of Majesty products 
have been specially treated to resist 
rot, degradation, splitting, warping, 
and mildew.

The extruded aluminum exterior 
cladding is precision formed to 
protect the sashes from outdoor 
conditions, and includes attractive 
beveling to match the aesthetics of 
wood windows. The aluminum on 
the frame provides extra strength.

Majesty weatherseals are designed to 
perform over a wide range of temperatures 
and weather conditions. A lightweight 
polypropylene stiffener additive, which does 
not absorb water or collect mold, creates an 
airtight seal that does not distort over time. 
The seal ensures a consistent barrier from 
external conditions and allows for smooth 
window operation. An average of 300 
inches of custom designed Foam-Tite® 
compression bulb seals encase the full 
perimeter of the sash of Majesty windows – 
similar to seals you see on dishwashers or 
refrigerators.

The rigid non-compression Jamb Liner 
adds strength, stability and reduces air 
infiltration, while its special beveled design 
allows the sash to open and tilt easily.

An electrostatic paint process adheres paint 
evenly onto exterior surfaces for an extremely 
durable finish that resists fading. 
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Majesty Window Features

Majesty Components

Subject to change. Please visit harveywindows.com for the latest product information. Effective 5.1.20.

Due to printing limitations, colors and graphics are for representation only

*Gliding Majesty window only available in factory primer.

STANDARD HARDWARE FINISHES

White

Almond

Coppertone

PREMIUM HARDWARE FINISHES

Oil Rubbed Bronze

Brushed Nickel

Brasstone
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This barely visible frame is almost 
completely hidden by the screen 
track, and its innovative, flexible 
construction makes it effortless to 
remove or install.

Durable:  
FlexScreen frames are made 
from dent and break resistant 
high performance steel, with a 
tough powder coating that resists 
scratching.

FLEXSCREEN FRAME

grids and screens

Easy to Use:  
FlexScreen springs into an opening, 
making storing, installing and 
removing the screens easy.

Elegant: 
Without a bulky screen frame, 
FlexScreen disappears into the 
screen box of the window so there’s 
less to get in way of the view. 
Plus, since FlexScreen’s edges are 
hidden, there’s no need to worry 
about matching a frame color to the 
window. Combine with VIEWS mesh 
for the clearest view. 

An often overlooked selection in the window buying 
process, the right screen can make a big difference when it 
comes to insect protection, durability, and of course, what 
a view looks like. 

Screens

Superior in strength to Roll Form 
frames, extruded aluminum 
frames are tough, sturdy and easy 
to remove and install, with hidden 
metal corners that won’t become 
brittle over time as exposed 
plastic corners can.

EXTRUDED ALUMINUM

Frames

Mesh

Upgrade to Virtually Invisible 
Screens, for a brighter view, 25% 
better airflow, and maximum 
protection against small insects. 

VIEWS 

Insect Protection

Durability

Clearer View

MORELESS

A popular choice for its durability, 
fiberglass is flexible and does not 
crease, dent, or unravel.

FIBERGLASS

Insect Protection

Durability

Clearer View

MORELESS

Screens come in half and full sizes. 
See product pages for screen 
options per window/doors style.
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VIEWS Standard 
Screen 

Customization Options

For a dramatic and upscale look, 
choose the SDL grid system which 
utilizes a pewter in-glass grid with 
grids applied on both the interior and 
exterior. Available for most Majesty 
Wood windows. 

Both 5/8" and 1" grids in either contoured or flat are 
available for most products. Grids can also be painted.

See product pages for grid options per window/doors style.

Grids

SIMULATED DIVIDED  
LITES (SDL)

CONFIGURATIONS

Fully customize any grid design. 
Choose Colonial, Prairie, or other 
unique styles like Tudor or Gothic.

SASH ORIENTATION

Even sashes are nice, but you can 
also select Oriel, Cottage, or a 
custom orientation.

Contoured or flat grids are positioned 
between the glass, allowing for 
easy cleaning. Available for most 
Majesty Wood windows.  

 
GRIDS BETWEEN GLASS 
(GBG) 

Pine interior snap-in grids are also 
available for Majesty Wood windows. 

INTERIOR SNAP-INS

Colonial Prairie Tudor Gothic

Even Oriel Cottage

Due to printing limitations, colors and graphics are for representation only
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Warranties

Majesty Wood

For nearly 60 years, we’ve built our reputation on the 
outstanding craftsmanship of our products and our world-
class customer service. 

And if something does go wrong, you can rest easy 
knowing your investment is backed by our Clear 
Confidence Warranties. Plus, Harvey’s US based customer 
service team provides phone support and can send trained 
field technicians to your home if needed. 

Visit our website for full details. 

Clear Confidence

Warranties provided by Harvey are for product parts and 
mechanisms; they do not cover damages resulting from 
improper installation nor do they cover labor charges. 
Please see actual warranty for details. 

Parts covered under warranty are provided free of charge.

Information needed for claims is listed on the warranty 
label. The label is generally attached to the product in 
an inconspicuous place (often times within the header 
or hinge). Exact placement of the warranty label varies 
depending on product. To the right, you will find an 
example of our warranty label, indicating the pertinent 
information we need to help facilitate your claim.  
 
Warranty claims can be submitted via our website or by 
calling our Field Service Department at 1-800-822-0437. 

Claims

Product Type 
Order Number 
Manufacture Date 
Serial Number

MAJESTY WINDOW WARRANTY

WARRANTY
1 0  Y E A R S

Clear Confidence®

20 years 
transferability

20 years 
glass coverage

Visit harveybp.com/warranty for full details

PARTS/MECHANISMS

Ratings depend on size tested. 
Our products are tested for performance regularly. 
Test results subject to change.

*Tempered Glass Thermal values are shown for windows without grids. 

2020 Homeowner Credits

Tax Credit 
Amounts

10% of the cost, up to $500, but windows 
are capped at $200. (NOT INCLUDING 
INSTALLATION)

Requirements Must be Energy Star qualified

Details

Windows need to be replaced or installed into a 
new opening (like an addition) to qualify. Credit 
does not include installation costs. Must be 
an existing home or principal residence. Good 
through 12-31-2020.

Harvey Windows are engineered for 
energy efficiency. Whatever your project, 
there is a Harvey performance package 
that meets Energy Star Requirements 
for that North American regional zone.

Installing Energy Star Rated products, 
like Harvey Windows, improves 
a home's comfort, protects the 
environment, and can save you money, 
not only through lowered heating bills, 
but with rebates*.

*Rebates are not controlled, monitored or processed by Harvey. Visit Energystar.gov for full 
details and restrictions.

Energy Efficiency
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Product Line Glazing Description
Thermal Performance

U         SHGc        VT

ENERGY STAR®

Zone Compliance

Majesty DH
ThermaLock 0.27 0.29 0.51 N NC   

2X Low-E 0.30 0.27 0.46  NC   

Majesty PW
ThermaLock 0.26 0.30 0.53 N NC   

2X Low-E 0.29 0.28 0.48  NC   

Majesty Casement ThermaLock 0.26 0.22 0.38 N NC SC S

Majesty Awning
ThermaLock 0.26 0.22 0.38 N NC SC S

2X Low-E 0.30 0.22 0.38  NC SC S

Majesty Fixed Lite
ThermaLock 0.26 0.26 0.44 N NC   

2X Low-E 0.30 0.28 0.48  NC   

Majesty Gliding Window SunGain 0.28 0.45 0.55 N28    

Majesty Sliding Door Low-E ENERGY STAR® Package* 0.29 0.32 0.54 N NC   

Majesty Out-swing Door 2X Low-E ENERGY STAR® Package*  0.29 0.36 0.43 N NC   

Majesty In-swing Door 2X Low-E ENERGY STAR® Package* 0.28 0.35 0.43 N NC   

    



MAJESTY
Wood Windows

In keeping with traditional wood 

windows, Majesty windows withstand 

the elements and operate smoothly 

for a lifetime. The impressive energy 

efficient glass combined with a well-

built, durable aluminum clad wood 

frame and sash are manufactured by 

folks who have been making windows 

for more than 50 years. 

That level of expertise is what sets 

Majesty apart; the perfect combination 

of state-of-the-art engineering, energy-

saving value, and stylish elegance. 
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MAJESTY Double Hung

Superb architectural details include a refined 45° glazing 
bead, overlapping grids, and elegant recessed hardware 
to provide a traditional and sleek look. The top and bottom 
sash have weatherstripping around them that prevents air 
infiltration and both tilt in for easy cleaning. 

SCREEN | FRAME

FlexScreen Aluminum VIEWS

GRID | TYPE

COLORS | INT./EXT. 

SCREEN | MESH

COLORS | HARDWARE

White CoppertoneRouted Bottom Sash

Hook and Loop

GRID | STYLE

Options

RECESSED SASH LOCK

Features

LIFT OPTIONS

Solid pine interior with aluminum clad 
exterior

Recessed hardware provides 
unobstructed views and elegant,  
streamlined appearance

Jamb liner is standard in Almond; also 
available in White

MORE OPTIONS & FEATURES

Grids come in 5/8" and 1" sizes

Custom grid configurations plus oriel 
& cottage sash options

Obscured, Bronze or Tempered 
glass available

Full and half size screens

Interior options include warm, 
unfinished pine or professionally 
prefinished white (includes 10-year 
paint warranty)

Ext. White

Fiberglass

Ext. Almond

Ext. Dark 
Bronze

Ext. Forest 
Green

Ext. Black Brasstone Oil-Rubbed  
Bronze

S
TA

N
D

A
R

D

Brushed Nickel

Interior 
Snap-in

SDLGBG

ThermaLock
 

ENERGY STAR GLASS

P
R

E
M

IU
M

WARRANTY
1 0  Y E A R S

Clear Confidence®

20 years 
transferability

20 years 
glass coverage

Visit harveybp.com/warranty for full details

PARTS/MECHANISMS

Due to printing limitations, colors and graphics are for representation only

Int. Pine or White

Colonial Prairie
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MAJESTY Casement & Awning

Favored in contemporary homes for their sleek, 
unobstructed expanses of glass, casement and awning 
windows have clean, modern lines and a durable aluminum 
clad exterior for maintenance-free protection. They are easy 
to open and feature full weatherstripping around the sash 
to keep homes comfortable.

COMPACT FOLDING HANDLE
CASEMENT

Features
Solid pine interior with aluminum 
clad exterior

Casements: tandem locks standard 
on units at or over 36" in height. For 
ease of operation, tandem locks 
engage/disengage with operation of 
just the lower lock*.

Awning: hinge at the top and open 
outward to let in fresh air and deflect 
away rain

Grids come in 5/8" and 1" sizes

Custom grid configurations plus oriel 
& cottage sash options

Obscured, Bronze or Tempered 
glazing available

Full size screens

Interior options include warm, 
unfinished pine or professionally 
prefinished white (includes 10-year 
paint warranty)

OTHER OPTIONS
CASEMENT & AWNING

*Egress hardware not available

Roll Form

HANDLE
AWNING

SCREEN | FRAME

VIEWS

GRID | TYPE

SCREEN | MESH

COLORS | HARDWARE

White Coppertone

GRID | STYLE

Options

Fiberglass

Brasstone Oil-Rubbed  
Bronze

S
TA

N
D

A
R

D

Brushed Nickel

SDLGBG

ThermaLock
 

ENERGY STAR GLASS

P
R

E
M

IU
M

WARRANTY
1 0  Y E A R S

Clear Confidence®

20 years 
transferability

20 years 
glass coverage

Visit harveybp.com/warranty for full details

PARTS/MECHANISMS

Interior 
Snap-in

COLORS | INT./EXT. 

Ext. White

Ext. Almond

Ext. Dark 
Bronze

Ext. Forest 
Green

Ext. Black

Int. Pine or White

Colonial Prairie
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MAJESTY Picture & Shapes

If you are opening up a room to a spectacular view, 
consider Majesty picture windows. Perfect for new 
construction or replacement projects, they are available in 
Energy Star, obscured, bronze or tempered glazing. Or, for 
a dramatic design, pair them with Majesty shape windows.

Features
ThermaLock glazing meets Energy 
Star criteria 

Solid pine interior with aluminum clad 
exterior

Grids come in 5/8" and 1" sizes as 
well as custom configurations

Interior options include warm, 
unfinished pine or professionally 
prefinished white (includes 10-year 
paint warranty)

OTHER OPTIONS

Ext. White Ext. Almond

Ext. Dark 
Bronze

Ext. Forest 
Green

Ext. BlackAll Grid Styles

WARRANTY
1 0  Y E A R S

Clear Confidence®

20 years 
transferability

20 years 
glass coverage

Visit harveybp.com/warranty for full details

PARTS/MECHANISMS

Int. Pine or White



Effective 3.1.20
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Harvey Majesty Wood 
Windows can be customized 
to fit any design aesthetic 
and performance level, with 
a lineup that include double 
hung, casement, awning, 
picture, shapes, bay, bow, 
and gliding windows. 

V
inyl W

indow
s
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MAJESTY Gliding

Optimize fresh air and sunlight without compromising 
space or energy efficiency. The interior sash of a Majesty 
gliding window horizontally slides by the fixed exterior sash, 
making them ideal when an outward swinging window 
cannot be used. Obscured and tempered glazing available. 

Options

Aluminum  Fiberglass or  
VIEWS Mesh

SDL & GBG
Styles

ThermaLock 
(included)

All Color
Options

RECESSED SASH 
LOCK

MAJESTY Bay & Bow

Harvey’s Majesty bay and bow are beautiful and functional. 
They can be made from casement, picture, or double 
hung windows, with the same glass, screen, grid and color 
options. There are no exposed joints or caulking on the 
exterior of the unit. 

Features
Energy Star glazing options 

Solid pine interior with aluminum 
clad exterior

Custom manufactured to fit 
virtually any opening

Edge banded finish jambs and 
head and seat boards in oak or 
birch veneer. Insulated seat board 
custom made to fit each unit*

All roof systems are fully framed and 
sheathed in 1/2" plywood; custom 
roof height includes flange. 

They are available in 16 oz. copper 
or solid aluminum and are also 
compatible with several other 
manufacturers. 

Custom Roofs
ALUMINUM ROOF COLORS

White Coppertone

Patina Bronze

Features
Solid pine interior with aluminum clad 
exterior

Double locks on frame heights 
greater than 34.5"

Grids come in 5/8" and 1" sizes as 
well as custom configurations

Interior options include warm, 
unfinished pine or primed white

OTHER OPTIONS

WARRANTY
1 0  Y E A R S

Clear Confidence®

20 years 
transferability

20 years 
glass coverage

Visit harveybp.com/warranty for full details

PARTS/MECHANISMS

*Seat board standard with white aluminum face only, color 
matched caps finish the outside edge.  

WARRANTY
1 0  Y E A R S

Clear Confidence®

20 years 
transferability

20 years 
glass coverage

Visit harveybp.com/warranty for full details

PARTS/MECHANISMS

INTERIOR

EXTERIOR (ALMOND)



A patio door is an extension of a 

home, and should be an extension of 

a homeowner’s style. Majesty patio 

doors are durable, low maintenance, 

and Energy Star rated to perform 

well year after year, providing a bit of 

functional charm to any space. 

MAJESTY
Patio Doors



COLORS | INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR FINISHES

SCREEN | FRAME

Aluminum

GRID | TYPE

SCREEN | MESH

Options

Grids come in 3/4" or 1" for GBG 
and 7/8" or 1-1/4" for SDL 
 
Foot bolt (Gliding)

Bronze sill

Colonial, Prairie and custom grid 
configuration available

Seacoast Hardware option for 
corrosion resistance; available in 
white or almond color-matched: 
powder coat finish handle and 

ThermaLock

SDLGBG

VIEWS Fiberglass

Panel and screen rollers and roller 
track cover

Fasteners, latch mechanism, 
offset keeper

Due to printing limitations, colors and graphics are for representation only

Subject to change. Please visit harveywindows.com for the latest product information.

ENERGY STAR GLASS

White 
(Standard)

Oil Rubbed
Bronze

Black

MORE OPTIONS & FEATURES
Brasstone

Ext. White Ext. Almond

Ext. Dark 
Bronze

Ext. Forest 
Green

Ext. Black

Int. Pine or White

COLORS | HARDWARE

GRID | STYLE

Colonial Prairie

24



PATIO DOOR Majesty Wood Gliding

Features
Energy Star glazing option available

Solid pine interior with aluminum  
clad exterior

Extruded aluminum screen frame 
with fiberglass wire included 
 
2, 3, and 4 lite design options

One-piece gray fiberglass sill

Features
Energy Star glazing option available

Solid pine interior with aluminum  
clad exterior

Extruded aluminum screen frame 
with fiberglass wire available 
 
2, 3, and 4-Full lite, in-swing and 
out-swing design options

Gray wept sill system 

is this mulled?

PATIO DOOR 
Majesty Wood Hinged

Majesty Hinged Patio Doors’ classic hardware and French 
panel design offer accessible entryways that swing in, 
inviting in the outdoors, or swing out, extending the space 
into the outdoors. 

Hinged patio doors offer a traditional, elegant style and 
are available in 1, 2, 3 or 4-Lite panel design options. The 
integral frame drip edge enhances water protection and a 
dual seal frame weatherstripping optimizes air and thermal 
performance.

The contemporary handleset and adjustable hinge system 
protect against high-traffic wear and tear. The elegant 
panels have a sturdy 8" bottom rail for added durability. 

WARRANTY
1 0  Y E A R S

Clear Confidence®

20 years 
transferability

20 years 
glass coverage

Visit harveybp.com/warranty for full details

PARTS/MECHANISMS
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HARDWARE

Harvey Majesty wood gliding patio doors offer 
contemporary hardware options, and narrow door stiles 
save space while delivering a sleek, casual look.

Available in 2, 3 and 4-Lite design options, they glide 
effortlessly along a continuous fiberglass sill. The heavy-
duty weatherstripping ensures the patio door will open 
without a hitch, regardless of the season. 

Sturdy and well crafted, Majesty wood gliding patio doors 
have two tandem, heavy-duty, end-adjustable rollers for 
fluid and smooth operation for years to come, and they pair 
beautifully with Majesty windows.

HARDWARE

WARRANTY
1 0  Y E A R S

Clear Confidence®

20 years 
transferability

20 years 
glass coverage

Visit harveybp.com/warranty for full details

PARTS/MECHANISMS

Due to printing limitations, colors and graphics are for representation only

Subject to change. Please visit harveywindows.com for the latest product information. Effective 5.1.20.
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